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How one Mexican im/migrant Mother to the US Navigates
Constructions of her Daughter's Bilingual Identity Across
School, Hospital, and Home
This case study follows Flor as she seeks her daughter Daniela's academic and personal wellbeing.
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THEORY

METHOD

Flor is:

In US schools and around the world,
language is associated with access
and opportunity for social identity
development.

This study examines the case of one
focal family in a larger, 3-year
ethnography of language policy in
homes, communities, and schools.

Across social institutions,
ideologies, policies, and practices
can shape this opportunity

Data sources:

A newly-arrived im/migrant to the
US from Mexico during a time of
heightened migration and antiimmigration policy.
Educated through eighth grade as a
Nahautl speaker in a Spanishmedium Mexican school.
Deeply invested in her daughter's
bilingualism and academic success
through taking her to the hospital,
tutoring, drawing on community
resources and advocating at school.

Daniela is:
8yrs old, 3rd-grade student at a new
school, speaks Spanish with Flor,
exhibits behaviors at home (not
listening, slamming doors,
mispronouncing words) while
speaking Spanish that cause concern
for her mother.

PURPOSE
This study addresses the following
research questions:
How is Daniela's (an 8-year old
im/migrant girl's) bilingual
development characterized at home,
school, and the hospital?

Newly-arrived, undocumented
families often face institutional
barriers to educational equity and
possess navigational capital as they
experience these systems.

·Bilingual transcripts of meetings
between Flor, the school, and the
hospital
·Insider accounts at Flor's home
and school
Fieldnotes from participant
observation at the hospital
·Insider accounts with the speech
pathologist and teachers

What social practices accompany
these characterizations?
How do these characterizations and
practices support or constrain
wellbeing for Flor and Daniela as
bilingual people?

Analysis:
Qualitative analysis informed by a
discursive approach.

FINDINGS

CONCLUSION

Across school, home, and the hospital, Daniela's bilingual development was framed as a cause for concern. The school and speech pathologist never
framed it as an asset. Each institution's narratives of bilingualism were shaped by differing language ideologies and/or policy requirements (e.g. a need
to be discrepant to receive Special Education services) but none were informed by or in meaningful communication with Flor about her experiences,
goals, or questions about her daughter's bilingual language development.

Competing narratives of Daniela's
bilingualism impacted expectations
of her performance and determined
services she would receive.This
could be seen as fragmenting
bilingualism-- she was treated and
served as a different person in each
space.

Daniela’s below average scores are
characterized as normal when compared to
monolingual students who score below average.
This does not comfort Flor and implies that
bilingualism is a reason not do well in school.
Daniela’s test scores show she is a year behind
in reading.
“Daniela’s progress is expected for a student
who speaks Spanish at home.”-- Teacher

The Speech Pathologist characterizes Daniela’s
bilingualism as semilingualism on the basis of test
scores and diagnosed her with a speech/language
disorder.
"You may use Spanish with your child, but never
mix languages in a sentence." (Brochure in office)
“She doesn’t have that good Spanish to take
advantage of to learn English.”-- Speech
Pathologist

Flor is concerned about Daniela’s Spanish
abilities and emotional responses when Spanish
is used coupled with school reports that she
scores are below average motivate Flor to seek
help at school, the hospital, and the community.
"It's like she doesn't understand. She speaks to

me, she says something, and it's like she
doesn't know how to explain it. Doesn't know
how to say it." *
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that would have helped providers
connect the dots across all the
spaces, service providers did not
ask for it. In this case, active
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positioning her as an expert on her
daughter's experience may have
changed the conversation and
Daniela's participation in language
policies and services.
Future work will detail the
complicated role of language
access and interpreters in
mediating these interactions in
each institution.
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*Data originally in Spanish: "Porque ella me habla, me dice algo, como que no sabe explicarla. No sabe decirla."

